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with

Derice and Ross

Love

LABOUR OF

With creativity and determination, the owners transformed
a clay paddock into a stunning Tuscan-style family home
with gardens and an organic winery onsite.
Story by Bettina Deda Photography by Tony Potter Styling by Greg Sukendro
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W

hen Derice and Ross purchased their Hunter Valley
property in 1999, they found themselves on a 100-acre
paddock with neither water nor power supply. To start
their building project they had to construct a driveway, bring the
power lines from the main road about a kilometre up the hill to the
house and install the basic amenities, such as water and septic tanks.

However, all these hurdles could not dampen their enthusiasm to
open an organic winery on the site.

“I can recall Derice and myself walking the hills and picnicking to
decide on the final location for the house. The view was stunning but
the winds unrelenting. The soil was mainly clay, which meant potential
foundation movement, with not much topsoil to rehabilitate the area
after excavation,” architect Susie Lochhead sums up the biggest
challenges for this build. But it was the same red clay soil that made
the difference for Derice and Ross to choose the property for their
plans to grow grapes and settle in this bucolic idyll.

Room

above: A French Cheminees Phillippe wood-burning fire framed with a floorto-ceiling sandstone feature wall takes pride of place in the main living area, and
offers plenty of storage space.
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to grow

The brief was to build a family home with a commanding view that
responded to the climate and the landscape. The couple asked for
generous indoor and outdoor rooms and interplay between the two.
They wanted the indoor environment cool and shady in summer and
warm and sunny in winter, while the outside should provide shelter
through courtyards, verandahs and pergolas. They envisaged several
outdoor spaces to retreat to in all weather conditions. The house also
needed to have the flexibility to grow and change with the family and
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top left: The Carrara marble benchtop with under-mount sink juxtaposes
the warmth of the timber and doubles as a place for meal preparation and
entertaining.
above: The kitchen, the hub of the home, is a showcase of bespoke joinery and
has an eye-catching island bench as the centrepiece. The blue feature wall was
painted in Porter’s Interior Distemper.
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right: According to the architect, Derice and Ross
performed miracles with their gardens, which allow
them to source most of their fruits, veggies and
herbs from their property.

“I have always loved
natural materials,
which I believe age
gracefully and have
longevity.”
the business, and it needed to be all on one level – and all this had to
be achieved on a shoestring budget.
“We had renovated some homes, however this was our first full
build. With building on a hill, which is very exposed to the west, we
were very conscious of the environmental conditions,” Derice explains.
The architect designed the home in a U-shape to provide some
protection from the howling westerly winds. However, to capture the
views to the south, west and north, they knew that the house would be
exposed. “We needed to consider the environment and what would
work in conditions of temperatures that range from high 30s to low
40s in summer to below zero in winter. There were also the bugs and
snakes to be aware of,” says Derice.

Inspired

by nature

The building process commenced in May 2000, with Derice being the
project manager and Owner Builder. As she used to run a decorating
business in Sydney, she worked hand in hand with the architect, who
had become a friend since they had first met for a previous renovation.
“Derice and I collaborated all the way; she had wonderful ideas and
incredible determination to achieve her vision,” says Susie. Five years
later, they added a Cellar Door for their wine business.
Outside, the home has a rough render finish in earthy-red, picking
up the colour from the clay soil. “Originally I was going to have the
exterior in a very light sandstone tone. Commonsense prevailed,
fortunately, as it would have been a disaster in this environment with
the amount of dust we get.”

top: The dining room is flooded with sunlight and provides space to entertain at
the timber dining table and to relax in one of the cosy leather armchairs next to
the Jetmaster wood-burning fire.
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“We had renovated some homes, however this was our first full build.
With building on a hill, which is very exposed to the west, we were
very conscious of the environmental conditions.”

Quality

reigns

Inside, the home radiates warmth and snugness. With her decorating
skills, Derice created an inviting home where natural materials take
centre stage. “I have always loved natural materials which I believe
age gracefully and have longevity.” Hence, the home is a showcase of
custom-made timber joinery in western red cedar, spotted gum timber
flooring, 100 per cent wool carpets, and natural stone. The kitchen
island houses storage cabinets and features a striking benchtop in
Carrara marble.
The living room, painted in Dulux China White, as is the entire
home, showcases an eclectic mix of colour and texture and houses
Derice’s collection of books and interior design magazines – inspiring
her other creative venture: writing short stories and a memoir. The
fireplace in the main living area is made from Hunter Valley sandstone,
which is no longer available. A couple of earthy red leather lounges
pick up the colour from the exterior finish. The occasional chair
upholstered in bright blue adds a splash of freshness to the overall
warm scheme.

Top left: The courtyard behind the Cellar Door is one of the many outdoor
spaces the property has to offer and is an inviting spot to have a break from
work in the upstairs office of the winery.
Opposite page: The main courtyard is protected by a six-metre high parapet
wall with two large vine-covered iron arches that function as ‘passive solar.’
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Extensive glass allows the natural light to flood the living areas and
provides uninterrupted views to the outdoors – the French doors in the
living and dining rooms are 2.4 metres high. Derice, Ross and their
children – Thomas (20), Matthew (16) and Emma (11) – love the many
outdoor places to eat, relax and enjoy the sweeping views of the Broken
Back Range in the south and the Barrington Range in the north.
Although the house has ducted air conditioning, the family does not
use it very often; the deep verandahs, vine-covered pergolas and
strategically positioned deciduous trees act as ‘passive solar’ and
regulate the temperature inside.
A property this size is always a work in progress but one can see that
the family created a place of joy and happiness for years to come. The
architect puts it this way: “Every time I visit I feel the warmth and
creativity that has gone into making this house a truly unique home.”
Architect: Susie Lochhead
Macquariedale Organic Wines, www.macquariedale.com.au n

Top left: The Cellar Door adjacent to the main building was also finished in the
earthy-red render. To achieve the saturated hue and rustic look of the exterior, the
owners had the oxide mixed with the render and applied it in one step.
Top right: Derice’s decorating skills extend across to the Cellar Door where she
welcomes her customers with heart and personality.
left: The property was the first fully Certified Organic/Biodynamic vineyard in the
Hunter Valley and offers a range of reds and whites for the discerning customer.
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top: The owners grow a variety of grapes producing wine under the label Macquariedale Organic Wines.
left: One of Ross’s favourite jobs as a winemaker: taking a sample taste from the barrel before the wine gets bottled.
above: The northern terrace has a chunky timber pergola with Hunter Valley Sandstone pillars. The ornamental grape
vines help regulate the temperature inside. Peppa, the white Labrador, has fun on the lawn.
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